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Measured three-dimensional (3D) displacements due to the application of non-axisymmetric 

magnetic fields show experimental evidence that helical perturbations modify the tokamak 

boundary region. These measurements use tangential imaging in ultra-soft (USXR) and soft 

x-ray (SXR) emission in the X-point region of the DIII-D tokamak. This effort describes the 

first measurements of 3D response inside the separatrix of an H-mode tokamak during edge 

localized mode suppression (ELM) experiments, which are being used to help validate the 

plasma response models in predictive codes. The use of variable foil filters provides the 

flexibility to measure local changes in emissivity (<~30%) in two distinct plasma regions to 

obtain: USXR emission (h >40 eV) for measurements between the foot of the H-mode 

pressure pedestal and the separatrix ( >0.98); and SXR emission (h >400 eV) for 

measurements in the steep-pressure-gradient region ( 0.98). Data at the plasma boundary 

compare well to vacuum-field model calculations (i.e., without self consistent plasma 

response) through forward modeling that predicts lobe 

structures created by a 3D deformation of the separatrix. 

These deformations cover the outer 2%–3% in  of the 

H-mode pedestal plasma, and an example of this data 

compared to the modeling is shown in Fig 1 [1]. 3D 

structures are also measured for the first time in the steep-

pressure-gradient region showing a helical displacement 

consistent with a poloidal mode number m=10±1 and 

having a spatial extent of ~5 cm near the X-point region. 

However, unlike the boundary measurements, this inner 

data match better to calculations that include plasma 

response. Details on the measurement technique and how 

both datasets combine to form a consistent picture of the 

plasma response to applied n=3 non-axisymmetic fields in 

H-mode discharges will be presented. 
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Fig. 1. A comparison of USXR 
emission between data and modeling 
for a 3D separatrix deformation [1].   
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